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TIPRO Works to Save Federal Tax Provisions for Members
A call to action was sent to TIPRO members earlier this week in an attempt to thwart an amendment that could be imminently voted on having devastating effects on exploration and production. TIPRO and IPAA are urging independent producers
to contact their Senators regarding an amendment to tax legislation offered by U.S. Sen. Bernard Sanders (I-VT). Top among
the more onerous portions of the amendment are:
*The elimination of producers' ability to expense intangible drilling and development costs (IDC). Currently, producers can
expense IDC, which mostly include items that have no salvage value and are necessary for the drilling of wells or the preparation of wells for the production of oil or natural gas. Senator Sanders claims his amendment is going to penalize "big oil."
However, attempting to do so by eliminating IDC is off-target, as only independent producers can fully expense IDC on
American production.
*The elimination of producers' ability to deduct percentage depletion for oil and gas properties. Although highly limited,
the percentage depletion deduction, which has existed in law since 1926, is crucial to industry. Percentage depletion provides
capital, primarily for smaller independents, and is particularly important for marginal well operators. Again, Senator Sander's
assertion that his amendment penalizes "big oil" is incorrect, percentage depletion is available only for American production,
and only available to independent producers.
Both of these measures would remove vital investment capital for new American production. If the Sanders amendment is
adopted, it would deal a devastating blow to independent producers across Texas and the U.S., provoking, by some estimates,
as much as a 30 to 50 percent drilling rig shutdown. The Sanders amendment effectively would reduce domestic supply, and
thereby increase the nation's reliance on foreign oil and gas sources and raise costs for the American consumer.
TIPRO members are encouraged to contact their Senators and urge opposition to the Sanders IDC and Percentage
Depletion Repeal amendment. Please call or email your U.S. Senator today about this very important matter to independent
producers. You can do so by clicking this link to the IPAA website. It will provide you with a letter that you can use or modify to send to your senator. TIPRO will keep members up to date on the status of this issue. For more information, please contact Director of Public Affairs Teddy Carter at 512.477.4452 or e-mail him at tcarter@tipro.org.

TIPRO Meets in San Antonio, August 12-14 for Issues Update
and Fun at the Hyatt Hill Country Resort
State political, tax and environmental issues will dominate the agenda at TIPRO's Annual Summer Conference August
12-14 (Thursday - Saturday) in San Antonio at the Hyatt Hill Country Resort. But there also will be plenty of time for networking with colleagues and fun with family and friends at this great end-of-summer venue. Members and guests are encouraged to mark their calendars for this annual gathering.
Popular Washington, DC-based political analyst Charlie Cook will provide commentary on Federal issues. Cook has the
inside scoop on the players and issues and is equally scathing for both sides of the aisle. Many elected officials and leaders
have been invited to speak at TIPRO's meeting as well - more details to be announced as details are firmed up. Issues such as
the election cycle, redistricting, the Sunset Task Force, environmental concerns, regulation and more will be addressed at the
State Issues Update. Upcoming Tax and Budget issues facing the Texas Legislature will be addressed by TTARA President
Dale Craymer. Additionally, Eugenio Aleman, Senior Economist for Wells Fargo, will discuss financial topics of interest to
independents. Association Committee meetings will round out the program, along with plenty of networking opportunities for
members and guests.

Summer Conference cont’d page 2
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Public Affairs Update
TIPRO's new Public Affairs Director Teddy Carter hit the ground running when he joined
TIPRO's staff this month. With this new column Public Affairs Update, he will keep members up to
date on the status of state and national issues affecting the oil and gas exploration and production
industry. For questions or comments, please contact Teddy at TIPRO headquarters at 512.477.4452
or e-mail him at tcarter@tipro.org.
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Continuing work on TIPRO's response to Sunset Commission's Railroad Commission (RRC)
questionnaire. TIPRO's response will be based on work done by the Sunset Task Force.
Meeting with Sunset Commission staff for face-to-face feedback on RRC at the end of June.
Beginning work on TIPRO's response to Sunset Commission's TCEQ questionnaire, also based on work
done by Sunset Task Force.
Drafted and sent letter from TIPRO President Walter "Tad" Mayfield to U.S. Senators regarding Senator
Sander's amendment on IDC and percentage depletion. (See related article on page 1)
In the process of collaborating with other oil and gas associations in developing the response to EPA
Region 6 Administrator Armendariz' request for association cooperation in developing a county-by-county
emission inventory for oil and gas sources.
Next week traveling to NARO-Texas meeting in Midland as TIPRO representative.
Meet with potential new TIPRO members to educate them on the Association's work.
Setting up meetings with Legislative members to introduce new TIPRO staff.
Continuing to monitor unitization issue and its ramifications.

Summer Conference from page 1
The Summer Conference will be the first official meeting to be led by TIPRO's newly-elected Chairman of the Board, Steve
Castle of Cowboys Resources. For many members, it will also be the first opportunity to meet TIPRO's new staff
leadership: President Justin Furnace Senior Vice President/Director of Development Rich Varela and Director of Public Affairs
Teddy Carter. They will be providing a foundation for what members can anticipate in the 2011 Texas Legislative Session, as
well as add commentary on their new initiatives Kicking off the meeting will be a golf tournament at the award-winning 27-hole
Arthur Hills champion golf course. TIPRO's new Chairman Steve Castle will close the event Saturday night with the President's
Dinner and a family-friendly casino night. Attendees are encouraged to bring their families for summer fun at the Resort which
includes a lazy river tubing ride and other family amenities.
A more specific Agenda outline is forthcoming. TIPRO welcomes sponsorship support-please contact Rich Varela for details.
Registration details will be posted to TIPRO's website soon. Please call the Hyatt Hill Country at 800-233-1234 for room
reservations at the TIPRO rate of $179.00.
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RRC News: Operators File 1,000 Oil & Gas Well Completion Reports Online Since April
Seminars on How to Use New System Set for June 24, July 8 & July 29
Texas oil and gas operators are quickly adopting the Commission’s latest electronic reporting system, having filed more than
1,000 well completion reports online through the Commission’s website at www.rrc.state.tx.us since the system was launched
statewide in April. Well completion reports are one of the final reporting steps that Texas oil and gas operators must take to
complete an oil, natural gas or service well. In the near future, all Forms W-2 and G-1 will be accepted in the Railroad
Commission’s on-line filing system. In addition, Forms G-10 and G-5 will be derived, when possible, from data entered from the
G-1. Form P-4, P-15, and others will be in an electronic format for new leases. Additional required forms will be scanned and
attached to the completion packet.
The Commission has conducted seminars for operators on how to use the new system since April. Three more seminars are
available from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. breakfast and lunch included at the following locations:
• San Antonio- June 24, Holiday Inn Downtown Market Square
• Amarillo- July 8, The Ambassador Hotel
• Abilene- July 29, the MCM Elegante Suites.
Chairman Victor Carrillo said, “About an estimated 25 percent of the state’s oil and gas completion records are now being
filed with this new online system in just two months. This, is one of the quickest online technology adoption rates that we’ve
seen at the Commission so far since we began moving our major reporting systems, such as production reports, away from paper
in 2005.”
Commissioner Elizabeth Ames Jones said, “Using the same formats for all Commission online systems have made it easier for
operators to transition from a paper system to an electronic system, and as a result we are seeing a quicker adoption rate each
time we introduce a new electronic reporting system.”
Commissioner Michael L. Williams said, “The Commission processes about 14,000 new well completion reports alone each
year. So transitioning these reports from paper to an electronic system will clearly enhance our agency’s continual efforts to
streamline and make our
regulatory processes more efficient.”
The benefits of using the new online filing system for completions include an ability to track the status of filed completions;
immediate submission of a well completion package for review by both Austin and District Office staff; electronic audit of
completion data to ensure correct data has been provided; quicker electronic communication between Commission staff and an
operator; and the capability to quickly make corrections or upload additional attachments to completion packets under review.
More information on registering for the well completion online seminars can be found at the following link on the
Commission’s website: http://www.rrc.state.tx.us/education/seminars/og/mini.php.

RRC Production Statistics and Allowables for June 2010
The Texas average rig count as of May 14 was 639, representing about 44 percent of all active land rigs in the
United States. In the last 12 months, total Texas reported production was 345 million barrels of oil and 7.4 trillion cubic
feet of natural gas. Texas natural gas production represents approximately 29 percent of total U.S. natural gas demand.
The Commission’s estimated final production for March 2010 is 30,289,102 barrels of crude oil and 582,365,393 Mcf
(thousand cubic feet) of gas well gas.
The Commission derives final production numbers by multiplying the preliminary March 2010 production totals of
28,764,579 barrels of crude oil and 518,949,735 Mcf of gas well gas by a production adjustment factor of 1.0530 for
crude oil and 1.1222 for gas well gas. (These production totals do not include casinghead gas or condensate.)
Texas natural gas storage reported to the Commission for April 2010 was 359,156,678 Mcf compared to 343,769,899
Mcf in April 2009. The May 2010 gas storage estimate is 365,270,868 Mcf.
The Texas Railroad Commission’s Oil and Gas Division set initial June 2010 natural gas production allowables for
prorated fields in the state to meet market demand of 14,560,118 Mcf. In setting the initial June 2010 allowables, the
Commission used historical production figures from previous months, producers’ demand forecasts for the coming
month, and adjusted the figures based on well capability. These initial allowables will be adjusted after actual
production for June 2010 is reported.
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TIPRO Thanks Tad Mayfield for His Service
Tad Mayfield will go down in history is one of the great defenders of our industry and of
our way of life. Tad is courageous in his advocacy, indefatigable in his work effort, and
generous with his good and kind spirit. As President, Tad was one of the great leaders of
TIPRO, but more importantly, he served as an inspiration to rest of us. In these
challenging times, the oil and gas industry could use a 1000 more men just like him.
Raymond Welder
President/Geologist
Welder Exploration and Production, Inc.

Thanks for all you do and all you have done.
Thank God you had a good mentor. Who knows
what price gas and oil would be at if I had not laid
such a good foundation. Past President is a wonderful office; I know you will enjoy it. Do not forget to keep Steve in line and teach him the president’s secret hand shake.
Scott Anderson
Anderson Oil, Ltd.
Past TIPRO President

I may be a tall man, but I have large shoes to fill when I follow in Tad's foot steps as I take over the
helm at TIPRO. I will do my best, but it will be hard to duplicate his passion, commitment and
leadership he's brought to our Association. He helped TIPRO navigate through some tough waters
these past two years. And I'm relying on his intelligence and spirit as immediate past president to help
me keep steering the course straight ahead as I take over the rudder.
Stephen N. Castle
Cowboys Resources Corp.
Incoming TIPRO Chairman

Tad, I appreciate your support of me
as TIPRO's new EVP. These past
weeks your mentoring has given me a
terrific perspective as I begin my
career with TIPRO. I've seen in action
your leadership, your focus and your
insight. I will work to further the mission you fostered.
Justin Furnace
TIPRO
Executive Vice President
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You certainly earned your TIPRO stripes! Thank you for your dedication to our
association as you have led us through some tumultuous times! You have added
your name to a long and distinguished list of energy professionals who, for love of
the business, have given of yourself to help us all.
Thank you – Thank you – Thank you!!
John R. Smitherman
V.P. Operations
BOPCO, L.P.
It has been a pleasure to work with Tad and he has done an
exceptional job at the head of TIPRO. He as led us through
a very contentious legislative session on the state level and
worked very hard on federal issues.We have gone
through a personnel change which he handled well. Plus I
always enjoyed the "Mayfield Lecture". Thanks Tad.

You have served TIPRO and the industry with dedication, distinction and
courage. TIPRO and its members are
today in a stronger position than they
have been for a long time. Thanks for
all you have done.

Joe Abel
President
M.D. Abel Co.

Rex H. White, Jr.
Attorney at Law

Your tenure has managed to include perhaps some of the most
challenging events related both to the modern day E & P business
and to the TIPRO organization. You have handled both with grace and
dignity. I'm sure you have set a record for hiring top level executives
of a trade group and you have been presented with a major set of
political challenges due to the current events in the industry as well
as the current Administration in Washington, DC.
I salute you!
John H. Swords
Managing Officer
Tracker Services, LLC

Our sincere gratitude goes out to Tad for his sound leadership and dedication over the last two years. His passion and
commitment in support of TIPRO’s mission “to preserve the ability to explore and produce oil and natural gas and to
promote the general welfare of its members” is unmatched. It has been a pleasure to work with him over the last six
months. I am very appreciative for the help and guidance he provided when I joined and as I adapted to my roles at
TIPRO. Although he steps aside as President, I look forward to continue working with him on the many issues and
challenges that face our organization and our industry during these trying times.
Richard A. Varela, TIPRO
Sr. Vice President and Director of Development
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After an Oil Calamity, Is It Time for Natural Gas?
TIME magazine reprint

Tuesday, Jun. 15, 2010

By Erik Heinrich

What's the quickest path to achieving a future in which the U.S. is no longer held hostage by foreign oil and carbon emissions are
sharply curtailed? The answer might be natural gas, which some experts predict will become the dominant fuel of the 21st
century.
A big advantage for the U.S. is that 98% of the natural gas it consumes comes from North America, including deep pockets of
shale gas found in a corridor running from North Dakota to Georgia. That means natural gas should remain available, abundant
and cheap for at least the next 100 years. At the same time, carbon emissions from natural gas are about half of competing hydrocarbons such as coal and petroleum.
Yet natural gas accounts for just 24% of the total energy consumption in the U.S., vs. about 23% for coal and 37% for petroleum.
Some experts think that needs to change. "Natural gas has the potential to play a much bigger role," says David Pumphrey,
deputy director of the Energy and National Security Program at Washington's Center for Strategic and International Studies. He
believes gas could reach 35% of America's energy pie in the foreseeable future. However, this kind of change won't happen without the support of new federal and state legislation to give power generators, car companies and industrial users a big reason to
rethink their business models.
Take electric power, for example. Electricity from the grid, used to light homes and power the country's IT infrastructure, among
other functions, consumes the lion's share of energy — 40% of the total, according to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA). Most of that juice is squeezed from coal and nuclear power, but legislation could alter the mix. "The
biggest growth area for natural gas, if a price is put on carbon emissions, is almost certainly electricity generation," says Ernest
Moniz, director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Energy Initiative in Cambridge, Mass.
Transportation is the other potential growth sector for natural gas. After electric power, it is the second largest consumer of energy in the U.S., at 28% of the total. But there is an especially evil twist here: transportation is responsible for 71% of petroleum
consumed, much of it from foreign sources. Natural-gas advocates say now is the time to reduce that vulnerability. "We have a
solution staring us in the face," says Sean McAlinden, executive vice president of the Center for Automotive Research in Ann
Arbor, Mich. "Since natural-gas fuel costs one-third the price of gasoline but only cuts range by half, it's more efficicient.”
Natural-gas vehicles (NGVs) are also more efficient than battery-electric vehicles (BEVs). A full tank of natural gas will power a
car to go twice as far as a single charge from the battery-powered Nissan Leaf and five times the distance of GM's top-of-line
BEV, the Volt.
Yet over the years, Detroit has largely given natural gas the cold shoulder. In the 1990s, Detroit, and in particular Ford Motor
Co., actually tried to push NGVs into fleet sales. But at the time, gasoline was cheap, and as a result, corporate and taxi fleets
showed little interest in the alternative fuel. Today, Washington, influenced by an environmental lobby opposed to all forms of
fossil fuels, is heavily backing advanced battery technology with billions of dollars in funding for R&D and manufacturing.
Meanwhile, alternative fuels such as natural gas and advanced diesel are being ignored by policymakers. "This is not only risky,
but it actually warps private investment by the automakers, who see leveraged federal dollars available if they will just commit to
this single technology," says McAlinden.
Still, natural gas has some serious impediments. Converting a gasoline car to natural gas is expensive, costing anywhere from
$6,000 to $12,000. More crucial, there is no refueling infrastructure. (The latter also holds true for BEVs, however, and the cost
of building out service stations for either option is expected to be about the same.)
Nevertheless, in the wake of the oil crisis in the Gulf, natural gas could see its base of support grow. "A lot of people love it,"
says Pumphrey. "Natural gas could still turn out to be a game changer."
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Apache Completes Acquisition of Devon's Gulf of Mexico
$1.05 billion transaction brings production of 19,000
equivalent barrels per day, drilling upside
Apache Corporation (NYSE, Nasdaq: APA) has completed its
previously announced acquisition of Devon Energy Corporation's oil and
gas assets in the shallow waters of the Gulf of Mexico Shelf for $1.05
billion. Apache estimated net proved and probable reserves of 83 million
barrels of oil equivalent at year-end 2009. The properties are projected
to produce 9,500 barrels of liquid hydrocarbons and 55 million cubic feet of gas per day (net) after closing - the same
balance of liquids and natural gas in Apache's current worldwide production. About half of the estimated proved reserves of
41 million barrels equivalent are oil and natural gas liquids.
The acquired assets comprise 477,000 net acres across approximately 150 blocks. Virtually all of the production is located in fields in waters less than 500 feet deep. Seven major field areas hold 90 percent of the proved reserves. Apache will
operate 75 percent of the production. Based on initial evaluation, Apache has identified 79 recompletion opportunities and
26 drilling prospects across the acquired assets. Additional information about this transaction is posted on Apache's Web site,
www.apachecorp.com, along with other announcements, updates, investor information and copies of all press releases.

Raymond James Energy Stat of the Week
Published 6/14/2010 (printed with permission)
Over the past six weeks, the stock market has pummeled companies levered to U.S. deepwater activity. Today, we are going
to take a broader view at what the deepwater drilling moratorium means for (1) jobs and economic activity in the Gulf Coast
region, (2) U.S. oil production implications, and 3) associated balance of trade dynamics. The big picture is this: Whatever
the tactical political advantages of the moratorium for the Obama administration, the macroeconomic damage of this policy
response is equally real, and eventually the political pushback will begin to bite. Our central message is that this moratorium
cannot and will not be permanent. From the standpoint of energy independence (remember that phrase?), trade deficits, and
jobs, it is clear that a prompt return to deepwater drilling is in the Gulf Coast's and America's national interest. The sooner the
White House recognizes this salient fact, the better. In an accompanying oilservice update (published today), we also address
the implications of the current deepwater drilling ban in the Gulf of Mexico for offshore drillers and other service providers.
While rationality suggests that the deepwater drilling ban will end within six months, our conservative modeling and valuation parameters lead us to assume it will last through mid 2011. For more information, please contact Meg Hunt,
meg.hunt@raymondjames.com.

Calendar of Events
AUGUST 11, 2010
HOUSTON— IPAA/TIPRO
Leaders in Industry
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.
Houston Petroleum Club.
For info call
512.477.4452

AUGUST 12-14, 2010
SAN ANTONIO— TIPRO’s
Summer Conference and
Golf Tournament at the
Hyatt Hill Country Resort.
For info call
512.477.4452

SEPTEMBER 8, 2010
HOUSTON— IPAA/TIPRO
Leaders in Industry
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.
Houston Petroleum Club.
For info call
512.477.4452

OCTOBER 5, 2010
HOUSTON— IPAA/TIPRO
(Tuesday)
Leaders in Industry
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.
Houston Petroleum Club.
For info call
512.477.4452
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Texas Independent
Producers and
Royalty Owners
Association
TIPRO represents more than 2,000
independent producers and royalty
owners. Our members include small
family-owned companies, the
largest publicly traded independents
and large and small mineral
estates and trusts.

www.tipro.org
www.EnergyInDepth.org
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